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Taken from the Great Orme: Northern Lights on Saturday 30th October 2021  

For northern stargazers, November means earlier sunsets and longer and cooler stargazing sessions, while southern-

hemisphere observers now enjoy the warmer nights of spring. Deep-sky watchers look to the open star clusters of 

Cassiopeia and Perseus and the galaxies fields of Pegasus and Sculptor.  Orion rises late in the evening and 

dominates the southern sky after midnight. The bright planets Jupiter and Saturn are just past their prime for the 

year but still big enough for observing in a telescope, while Venus adorns the evening sky in the southwest and 

Mercury makes a brief appearance in the pre-dawn sky. The ‘Halloween Fireballs’, also known as Taurid Meteors 

continue into the first week of the month. And auroral activity has been picking up as the Sun grows more active in 

its 11-year cycle.  

Here’s what to see in the night sky this month… 

November: find M31 - The Andromeda Galaxy - and perhaps M33 in Triangulum 

In the late evenings when the Moon is not prominent, the galaxy M31 in Andromeda will be visible high in the 

southeast. The chart on the next page provides two ways of finding it: 

1) Find the square of Pegasus.  Start at the top left star of the square - Alpha Andromedae - and move two stars to 

the left and up a bit.  Then turn 90 degrees to the right, move up to one reasonably bright star and continue a similar 

distance in the same direction.  You should easily spot M31 with binoculars and, if there is a dark sky, you can even 



see it with your unaided eye.   The photons that are falling on your retina left Andromeda well over two million years 

ago! 

2) You can also find M31 by following the "arrow" made by the three rightmost bright stars of Cassiopeia down to 

the lower right as shown on the chart. 

Around new Moon (4th November) - and away from towns and cities - you may also be able to spot M33, the third 

largest galaxy after M31 and our own galaxy in our Local Group of galaxies.   It is a face on spiral and its surface 

brightness is pretty low so a dark, transparent sky will be needed to spot it using binoculars (8x40 or, preferably, 

10x50).   Follow the two stars back from M31 and continue in the same direction sweeping slowly as you go.   It looks 

like a piece of tissue paper stuck on the sky just a bit brighter than the sky background.   Good Hunting! 

 

3 November 2021. If clear before dawn on the 3rd November, a thin crescent Moon will lie up to the right of 

Mercury.   Mars may also be seen close to the horizon.   Binoculars may well be needed to cut through the Sun's 

glare, but please do not use them after the Sun has risen.  

4 Nov. New Moon, 21:15 UT 

5 Nov. Uranus reaches opposition today.  The planet shines just at the edge of naked-eye visibility at magnitude +5.7 

at a distance of about 18.7 astronomical units (2.8 billion kilometres) from Earth. Look for it about one degree west 

of the star omicron Arietis. In a telescope, the planet’s featureless grey-green disk spans about 3.7 arc-seconds. 

Uranus remains visible through the rest of the year in this part of the sky. 

6-12 Nov. The Taurid meteor shower peaks this week. There are two, the Northern and Southern Taurids, and they 

both peak in late October through mid-November. They’re sometimes called the Halloween Fireballs. You can see 

these bright, slow-moving fireballs in the northern and southern hemispheres at essentially any time of night. Expect 

a modest 5-10 meteors an hour. 

7 Nov. Look for Venus and a new crescent Moon in the southwestern sky after sunset. The pair lie near the ‘Teapot’ 

asterism of Sagittarius as it sets below the horizon. As darkness falls and planet and Moon set, and if you’re away 



from light pollution, look for the vertical band of the Milky Way emerge in the same part of the sky. (See image 

below) 

8 Nov. Venus and a thin crescent Moon: Low in the south southwest after sunset, Venus will be seen to lie down to 

the right of a thin crescent Moon. 

 

 

10 Nov. The big planets Jupiter and Saturn form a squat triangle with the almost first-quarter Moon in the 

constellation Capricornus. Both planets are well past opposition but they’re still big enough to show some detail in a 

telescope. At magnitude -2.4, Jupiter still outshines all but Venus and the Moon in the evening sky. 



Nov 13th & 25th: The Alpine Valley on the Moon  

These are two good nights to observe an 

interesting feature on the Moon if you 

have a small telescope.  Close to the 

limb is the Appenine mountain chain 

that marks the edge of Mare Imbrium.   

Towards the upper end you should see 

the cleft across them called the Alpine 

valley.   It is about 7 miles wide and 79 

miles long.   As shown in the image is a 

thin rill runs along its length which is 

quite a challenge to observe.  The dark 

crater Plato will also be visible nearby.   

You may also see the shadow cast by the 

mountain Mons Piton lying not far away 

in Mare Imbrium.   This is a very 

interesting region of the Moon!  

11 Nov. First Quarter Moon, 12:46 UT 

19 Nov. Full Moon, 08:57 UT 

19 Nov. A ‘nearly total’ lunar eclipse falls over 

all of the Americas, Australia, New Zealand, 

and Western Europe on the night and morning 

of November 18-19.  While it’s technically a 

partial eclipse, about 97% of the Moon’s face 

lies in the Earth’s shadow at peak eclipse. 

During the eclipse, the Moon lies near the 

Pleiades and Hyades star clusters which offers 

promising imaging opportunities. The eclipse 

from the UK is not very prominent but will be visible. See here: 

https://www.vercalendario.info/en/moon/united_kingdom-19-november-2021.html  

23 Nov. See the waning gibbous Moon, still very bright, rising in the east about 9 p.m. local time along with the 

bright stars Castor and Pollux in the constellation Gemini. As the evening wears on, look also for Orion rising in the 

southeast heralding the upcoming arrival of winter next month. 

27 Nov. Last Quarter Moon, 12:28 UT 
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